The Only True Carbon Tensile CVT Belt

PROVIDING THE BEST PERFORMANCE

Gates’ G-Force C12 belt is a revolutionary breakthrough in CVT belt design. Carbon tensile cord provides exceptional strength, flexibility, durability and performance in the most demanding conditions.
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G-FORCE C12

WHY CARBON TENSILE CORD?
With minimal stretch under load, carbon tensile cord provides consistent shifting RPM. Gates’ G-Force C12 belt is the industry’s first true carbon tensile cord belt that maintains peak power throughout the shift curve. It wears evenly, reducing belt failure and providing you with the performance and durability you need, even in the most demanding conditions.

EXCELLENCE IN ENGINEERING
Gates’ G-Force C12 CVT belt is engineered for drop-in performance for ATVs, UTVs, Side by Sides and Snowmobiles.

STRENGTH
› Carbon tensile cord provides minimal stretch with extraordinary strength

FLEXIBILITY
› High performance design for heat control and maximum flexibility

DURABILITY
› Special belt construction results in increased side-load resistance, preventing belt distortion and edge cord pullout

PERFORMANCE
› Optimal power transmission for faster acceleration, improved throttle performance and consistent shifting performance

Trapezoidal Top Cog Design
Specially Formulated Adhesion Gum
Carbon Tensile Cord
Aramid Fiber Loaded Rubber
Cloth-infused Rounded Bottom Cog